Georgian Grids &
Sunbursts
Overview
The Georgian Option allows for the creation of a comprehensive range of Georgian (Colonial) or
Federation Grids. The Sunburst facility allows creating arched shaped sales lines with Sunburst Georgians.
What are the benefits?
The sales person
▲ Impresses customers by instantly presenting sales lines with various kinds of Georgians (Sunburst, Real
and Stuck-on)
▲ Gains the ability to rapidly manipulate grids and create realistic designs.
Fabricator
▲ Gains the ability to calculate and manufacture shaped sales lines with Georgians according to the
customer’s specifications.

How it works
The option includes a Grid Wizard, making the production and
manipulation of realistic Georgian and Sunburst designs easy. As
with all window and door designs, the detailed graphics are fully
scalable for output to sales quotes.
These Georgian designs can then be output to various production
related documents eliminating manufacturing errors.
Key Features
The option includes the ability for the user to:
▲ Include Georgians in Bays & Bows, Angled, Arched, Coupled or
normal designs.
▲ Mix Georgians with non-Georgians in a design.
▲ Apply Real Georgians (with separated glass), stuck-on
Georgian bars or Georgian bars incorporated into a sealed
unit.
▲ Add, move or delete Georgian bars or sub-bars (T-Georgians),
in Express and higher.
▲ Apply Georgians bars having diamond or square crucifix
types.
▲ Apply Georgian bars of different thicknesses.
▲ Automatically position bars for equal sightlines, manually
position or even omit when close to the glass sightlines.
▲ Align bars easily. The user has the option of aligning by
centres, tops or bottoms, with transoms aligned by bars or
bars by transoms. Aligning can also be referenced to
construction lines or bars in equalised panes.
▲ Set-up coloured Georgian bars that can be displayed
during order entry and printed on Customer Documents
and various Windowmaker Reports.
▲ The flexibility of the pricing element gives the option of
pricing as extras based on bar lengths or field count in a
plane.
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▲ Precisely scaled Glass templates show glass sightline
and Georgian spacing for individual glass pieces. Glass
information can then be included in Glass Usage or the
Glass XML file.
The Sunburst feature facilitates the user to:
▲ Include Sunburst Georgians in Semi-circular, Radial,
Extended Semi-circular and Extended Radial shapes.
▲ Include Georgian spokes such as Gothic, Extended
Gothic and Extended Basket.
▲ Delete complete/partial spoke bars.

Minimum Requirements
Hardware: Standard Windowmaker Specification. For more
details click here.
Windowmaker Express, SQL or ERP, Windowseller
Software:
▲ For Georgians - Windowmaker Lite or higher
▲ For Sunburst – Windowmaker Express or higher
Correct Data required to be set-up

Future Developments
Sunburst Georgian bars for Real Georgians (with separated
glass) and Stuck-on Georgians
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